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Question Time at Barton Pevril College.

25 March 2024

This was an event styled on the popular BBC Question Time. 
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Southampton Green Party demands action to improve our city's air quality.

05 November 2023

We have known for years that there are at least 110 premature deaths in Southampton every year due to air pollution [1], and thousands more whose health suffers badly 
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Southampton Green Councillor’s 1st nine weeks in office.

22 July 2023

It was a long wait, during the counting of ballot papers, for the result for Portswood ward in this year’s local elections. The outcome was a special surprise
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Southampton Greens setback over campaign to introduce £1 single bus fare.

14 April 2023
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Green Party Candidate Visits Hospital Picket Line.

13 March 2023
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Concern over food shortages.

25 February 2023
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Demonstration by Greens

18 February 2023
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Sewage worries continue into 2023

18 December 2022

This week's revelation that high levels of the E.coli bacteria have been detected during the month of November by the Clean Harbour Partnership (CHP) in both Langstone and Chichester coastal harbours will be a worry to Southampton residents.
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Southampton Greens are calling for £1 bus fares.

07 December 2022

Southampton Green Party is calling for people to support and sign the e-petition asking the council to subsidise bus fares for everyone...........
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Southampton Greens are supporting a campaign to stop sewage

11 November 2022
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National News

	Reaction to Wes Streeting comments on NHS reform and private sector involvement
	Greens call for end to violence in Gaza six months since October 7th attack  
	Green Party local election launch: time to unlock policies that will create hundreds of thousands of affordable homes


 


Read our member's blogs



Regional News

Check out www.segreens.org.uk for all Regional News.



Follow us on Facebook





Sign up for updates










Find out more
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Donate to the Green Party

Southampton & District Green Party relies on the generous support of its members to fund election campaigns and other expenses. Your contribution could make all the difference when getting Green councillors elected across Southampton.

Click the ‘donate’ button below to make a one-off donation via PayPal or contact our treasurer for more details.
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Please note: PayPal deducts a fee from donations made through their site. See other options here
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